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The Battle of Salamanca, fought on July 22, 1812, was one of the most significant

battles during the Peninsular War. This historic battle took place near Salamanca,

Spain, between the Anglo-Portuguese army commanded by Arthur Wellesley,

also known as the Duke of Wellington, and the French army led by Marshal

Auguste Marmont. With its strategic importance and dramatic turn of events, the

Battle of Salamanca earned its place in history as a pivotal moment that shaped

the outcome of the Peninsular War.

The Importance of Salamanca

Salamanca was an essential city for both the French and the Anglo-Portuguese

forces during the Peninsular War. Located in western Spain, it served as a key

communication hub and supply route for both armies. Controlling Salamanca

would provide a significant advantage in controlling the entire region.

The French forces, led by Marshal Marmont, had successfully defended

Salamanca against multiple attacks by the Anglo-Portuguese army. However,

Wellington had been closely studying the French defenses and devised a plan

that would change the course of the war.
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The Bretwalda Battles

The Battle of Salamanca became known as one of the Bretwalda Battles due to

its pivotal nature and its influence on the wider conflict. The term "Bretwalda" is

derived from Old English and refers to the ruler who dominates all other rulers in

battle. In the context of the Peninsular War, these battles were seen as decisive

moments that changed the course of the conflict and established the superiority

of Wellington and his forces.

Strategic Brilliance of Wellington

Wellington's strategic brilliance came to the forefront during the Battle of

Salamanca. He devised a plan to deceive Marshal Marmont and lure him into a

vulnerable position. Wellington ordered a diversionary attack on the French right

flank, drawing the attention away from his main offensive on their left flank.

When the French right flank was weakened, Wellington swiftly launched his main

attack against the undefended French left flank. This surprise maneuver caught

Marmont off guard and resulted in the collapse of the French line. The Anglo-

Portuguese army pursued the retreating French forces, inflicting heavy casualties

and gaining control over Salamanca.
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The Aftermath

The Battle of Salamanca proved to be a crucial victory for Wellington and his

forces. The defeat of the French at Salamanca forced them to retreat from the

region and significantly weakened their position in Spain. This victory boosted the

morale of the Anglo-Portuguese alliance and increased their support among the

local Spanish populace.

Furthermore, the Battle of Salamanca opened the way for the liberation of Madrid,

the capital of Spain, from French control. Wellington's decisive victory enabled

him to push further into Spanish territories and gradually turn the tide of the

Peninsular War in favor of the Allied forces.

Remembering the Battle of Salamanca

The Battle of Salamanca remains a significant event in military history and the

Peninsular War. Its strategic brilliance, decisive outcome, and the subsequent

liberation of Madrid serve as testaments to the genius of Wellington and the

resilience of his forces.

This historic battle has been immortalized in various forms, including literature,

paintings, and even monuments. It stands as a remarkable example of military

tactics and serves as a reminder of the sacrifices made by soldiers on both sides.

The Battle of Salamanca forever changed the course of the Peninsular War,

ultimately leading to the downfall of Napoleon Bonaparte's empire. It remains an

iconic event that showcases the power of strategic planning and the determination

of those who fought for freedom.

So, let us remember the Battle of Salamanca and the Bretwalda Battles that

shaped history, as they continue to inspire and educate us about the triumphs



and tribulations of warfare.
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For six weeks in the spring of 1812 Wellingston’s Anglo-Spanish

army marched and countermarched across western Spain as it

sought to find away past the French army of Marshal Marmont. Their

chance came at Salamanca.

The hilly country around Salamanca had bad roads and poor

sightlines, a fact that explains why Marmont mistook a move by

Wellington to dress his lines as being a preparatory move for a

general retreat. Marmont ordered an advance, and was then

wounded before he realised his mistake. Wellington, watching from

a nearby hill, spotted the French error and threw his heavy cavalry

forward with devastating results.

Written by a military author of great experience, this book explains

the way battles were fought two centuries ago and explains the

course of the action in an accessible but authoritative style.

This lavishly illustrated ebook is a must for anyone interested in the

Peninsular War. This book forms part of the Bretwalda Battles

series on The Peninsular War.
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